General News and Announcements

Important Deadline: Changes to the undergraduate catalog are due to the department Chair on October 10.

The Chinese Division of the Department of Languages, Literatures, and Cultures at SLU held a lively Chinese Language Partner Kick-Off Tea Party on September 26, 2014 in the Center for Global Citizenship.

More than 30 people participated in the event, including Chinese instructors and Chinese language students, as well as associate Professor Shuqin Jiao from the Pius library, Enrollment Outreach Program Director Dr. Bert Barry, and Chinese students from ESL. The upper level Chinese language students shared their Chinese learning experience in both Chinese and English with the audience.

The Chinese Language Partner event, which is held once a semester, is a good platform for the language students to enhance their speaking skills in either Mandarin or English, as well as a wonderful opportunity for cultural exchange and developing friendships among Chinese language students and their Chinese language partners from ESL.

If you’re interested in the Chinese Language and Culture, come join us!
The world premiere of the French Play "Appolinaire amoureux" was presented to an audience of nearly 200 on Oct. 5 at the St. Louis Priory School in Creve Coeur, MO. The play was sponsored by the Department of Languages, Literatures, and Cultures in conjunction with four other local universities and five cultural organizations.

Dr. Arline Cravens helped with the logistical organization of the play and Dr. Jean-Louis Pautrot coordinated the light and sound technicians during the show.

Meetings

The remaining LLC Departmental meetings this semester will be held on the following Thursdays, 3:30-5:00:
November 6
December 4
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Kudos

Dr. Evelyn Meyer delivered a paper, "Sigune as Martyr and/or Pietà in Wolfram’s Parzival", at the German Studies Association Conference in Kansas City, September 20, 2014